
Tenets, principles and truths of money 
 
This chapter is a summary of what I call tenets, principles and truths about money. 
Each item correlates with a chapter with the same number, which explores the idea 
in detail. 
 
A note on some terms used here: 
Commons bank. In the course of developing these principles, I will argue that private 
banks should not exist. The private banking system should be replaced by what I call 
a commons banking system. I use the term ‘commons’ instead of the word ‘public’ 
because I do not think it is the role of a government to manage such a bank. I put 
forward the reasons why in Chapter ??, Part II. The commons, as I use the term, is 
the economic community where government is the political community. (I am 
separating the communal management of the economic life from the management of 
the political life because the two function on different principles.) A commons bank 
has the feature that it is the only bank in a given currency; or rather, it is the only 
bank that enjoys the right to create new money in a process called credit creation. 
(Credit creation is explained in Principle 9.) A commons bank may choose to give 
licence to other entities to practice credit creation but they would have to be not for 
profit entities. A commons bank entails other practices altogether different from our 
current private banking system. These are explored in Principles 18 and 19. 
 
Social contract. From Wikipedia: “In moral and political philosophy, the social 
contract is a theory or model that originated during the Age of Enlightenment and 
usually concerns the legitimacy of the authority of the state over the individual.” I 
extend the idea of a social contract into the economic realm, and in this realm, it is 
more than equality of rights (democracy) that prevail; it is the principle of inclusion 
and (voluntary) participation of all individuals of society in other to provide reciprocal 
aid to each other. In the area of money creation, as I will show, this principle is 
absolutely critical. 
 
Unearned Income. Simply put, unearned income results from the use of money to 
make money without contributing labour in any form to making that income. The 
capitalist argument that such investments contribute towards a more productive 
economy, and that the unearned income is a reward for the risks involved for the 
investor, does not hold water when one realises that a proper banking system will 
easily displace/replace all the investors’ financial contribution. 
 
 
Please note that Part II deals with a lot of other issues intimately related to the 
principles of money as put forward here. Part II includes: how unemployment and 
inequality happens in a capitalist economy, how inflation develops; a complete 
rethinking on what taxation should be like; to what extent unearned income is 
contributing to the prices of goods and services; a comparison of Capitalism and 
Communism in regards to its money problems; proposals for a new relationship to 
land ownership; direct democracy as a political adjunct to reforming the banking 
system; why we need to get rid of the share owned corporations and replace them 
with cooperatives; why government is not the appropriate collective body to manage 
the economy; how to achieve and effect a transition to a New Economy; and more. 
 



 
1. Money is a communally recognised/authorised record keeping device for 

facilitating the trade in goods and services of its members/users. This is a 

working definition of money. ’Communally recognised/authorised’ means that every 

member of a community (a country in this instance) must genuinely be included, or 

invited to partake, in the creation of money (explored in Principle 18). Creation of 

money by profit-seeking private interests must be seen as an abomination. This 

community does not exist in capitalism’s handling of money creation. ‘Record 

keeping device’ refers to the fact that money has always been a means of keeping 

communal records – yes, gold coins included. ‘For facilitating’ means that money has 

no intrinsic value in itself. ‘Trade in goods and services’ is a pointer to the fact that 

money is also used – in a capitalist society - for purposes other than trading in goods 

and services. This is to the detriment of society, and distorts the value and function 

of money. ‘Of its members/users’ points to the fact that every person in a currency’s 

community is entitled to take part in its creation. 

2. Gold and silver coins comply with this definition of a ‘record keeping 

device’. It appears that when we trade a gold coin for goods and services, that we 

are trading one thing of value – the gold – for something else of value. However, it is 

only because we have incorporated the gold into the service of coin that we are 

trading coins for goods and services. Gold and silver were used historically because 

they possess certain useful properties. The payment of a coin is a record/receipt that 

one has created a certain amount of goods and services to a member of society. 

This record then entitles one to goods and services from other members of society to 

the same value. A coin – made of gold or otherwise – is thus something of a 

‘certificate of entitlement’. History is replete with many examples of other items being 

employed into service as currency. 

3. Fiat money is an artificial construct with no connection to precious metals. 

As history has shown, money as a ‘record keeping device’ can be artificially created 

(an artifice) without the use of gold or silver. This is fiat money – money that has 

been created by legal authority. If one accepts Abraham Lincoln’s description of 

democracy as ‘government of the people, by the people, and for the people’, then in 

a democracy, ‘the people’ are the legal authority behind money creation. (Lincoln’s 

government also created the first fiat currency.) Fiat money is like a gold coin, 

retaining the idea of a coin, but junking the gold part. 

4. A society can never have a money scarcity problem in its own currency. Fiat 

money has no ideal quantity. In a capitalist society the majority of people 

experience a scarcity of money. But since ‘the people’ can create as much money as 

it wants, it means that there is not a scarcity in society as a whole. The problem of 

scarcity, even when experienced by the vast majority, is a problem of (unjust) 

distribution, not a problem of money scarcity. The quantity of money in a fiat 

currency is not fixed in the way the supply of gold and silver (coins) are fixed. Rapid 

expansion and contraction of the supply of money is deleterious to economic 

stability, and should be avoided for such reasons. 



5. The reality of fiat money arises out of a social contract. The creation of such 

money therefore arises out of the same social contract. In a society in which we 

actually care for each other in reciprocity, and not just recognise our equal rights 

(democracy), such a social contract would embrace the principle of inclusion and 

participation of all members of society. The handing over to private interests (private 

banks) the right to money creation is not a social contract that the vast majority 

would accede to if they became fully aware of it, and to its consequences. A social 

contract is not a true social contract if mass deception is involved. 

6. Money has essentially had three different forms in history – precious metal 

coins, paper money, ledger money. The evolution of money in these three forms in 

the above order – metals coins first, then paper money, then ledger money (money 

kept in ledgers which of course are computerised nowadays) – signal an evolution in 

human consciousness. In spite of their very different physical forms and functional 

characteristics, they are all forms of record keeping, as described in Principle 1. With 

ledger money, money as a record keeping device attains a pure form – ledger 

money is record keeping and nothing else. 

7. If money exists simultaneously in two different forms and are wholly 

interchangeable, they are of equal value in terms of purchasing power. There is 

a common misconception that paper money is ‘real’ money whereas ledger money – 

money denoted in one’s bank account – is less real, and is a counterpart to real 

paper money being deposited into the banking system. The interchangeability of one 

to the other indicates that both kinds of money are equally real. Our central banks 

could easily issue new money in computerised credits (and sometimes they do, as 

with quantitative easing). This is every bit valid as money as notes and coins. This is 

important to bear in mind because some 95% or so of our money supply is in the 

form of ledger money. 

8. Physical money – money as coins and paper – can be held back from 

circulation. This enables the holder to demand interest and other conditions if 

others wish to borrow the money. Ledger money does not have such 

restrictions. Historically speaking, the evolution of money and banking, using 

money that individuals physically handled, entailed the necessity of borrowers having 

to pay interest on loans. The interest compensated the lender for the risk involved 

and the temporary loss of use of the money. With ledger money, the money is 

already in the banking system; it is already deposited there. The question is: how 

does one loan that money out without having to tell the depositor that their money is 

temporarily unavailable because it has been loaned out? 

9. For a modern and prosperous economy, all loans must involve the 

temporary creation of more money in a process called credit creation. A 

common misconceptions is that banks are loaning out depositors’ money when they 

make a loan. If this was the case, it should not be possible for both depositors and 

borrowers to access the same money. A modern economy would stall if the banking 

system was obliged to inform depositors that their money was temporarily 

unavailable until the borrowers repaid their loans. In fact, new money in 

computerised ledger form is created with every loan. This is a process called credit 



creation. Every loan involves an expansion of the money supply; every loan paid 

back involves a contraction of the money supply. 

10. A gold standard is incompatible with the practice of credit creation in a 

currency. Some people, noting the out-of-control explosion of the money supply, 

advocate a return to a gold standard, which means that each unit of currency is 

backed by a certain amount of gold deposits. There are many reasons why this idea 

will never work in a modern economy – the main one being that credit creation, 

especially in the hands of private banks, will expand the money supply and thereby 

render false the exchange rate between the currency and gold. In conjunction with 

Principle 9, we can say that a true gold standard, in requiring a banking system with 

no credit creation, will make for a very sluggish economy. 

11. In a modern capitalist economy, the money supply is expanded and 

contracted through two financial means – fiscal and monetary policy. Through 

its governments and central banks, national communities (and supra-national entities 

like the EU) expand the money supply by implementing budget deficits or budget 

surpluses. This falls under a term called fiscal policy. The money supply can also be 

increased or decreased via the banking system in what is referred to as monetary 

policy. This is in the act of credit creation in loan making. Again, broadly speaking, 

governments and central banks are involved only in the expansion/contraction of 

money through fiscal means – budget surpluses and deficits. The 

expansion/contraction of money via monetary policy – credit creation in loans – has 

been handed over to private interests. 

12. Central banks are the bodies that legitimises private banks to enjoy the 

power of credit creation. Central banks’ ‘independence’ from governments’ 

control, and therefore from public control, is a major transgression of the 

social contract in money creation. This is the crux and linchpin of Capitalism. As 

argued in Principle 5, the creation of money is a sole right of the community. Just as 

private banks are answerable to central banks, the majority of the world’s central 

banks are not answerable to their government (and thus not answerable to the 

public), but are instead answerable to, and managed by, a supra-national entity 

called the Bank for International Settlements. 

13. The purchase of goods and services (using money) by individuals and 

private parties is rightly a free choice of the individual; the creation of money 

is a communal act. The capitalist/neoliberal argument about ‘free trade’ is valid 

when it concerns the ability of individuals and private parties to purchase whatever 

they want, how much to charge for their services, etcetera. This ‘free trade’ principle 

does not apply to money creation and ‘banking competition’. 

14. Around 95% of the money supply in modern economies is via credit 

creation by private banks. Two great power derives from this: the making of a 

vast sum of interest; and the ability to shape/control the rest of the economy. It 

should be a staggering fact for a sane individual to first discover that 95% of our 

money supply is created by banks through credit creation. The sum of unearned 

income – interest on loans where the money is created out of nothing – beggars 

belief. On top of that, other key elements essential to the capitalist economy, is 



contingent on the existence of private banks and their legal – but not legitimate – 

right to credit creation. 

15. The arithmetic behind private bank lending does not add up – more money 

is required to service the outstanding loans than there is in the entire money 

supply. This is not so in commons bank lending. Money created by private banks 

is so great a proportion of the money supply (around 95%) that if one added one or 

two years interest on the bank loans, one realises that there is not enough money in 

existence to service those loans. The banking system has its own dubious fix: loan 

more money out, and create even more debt. In a non-privatised banking system, 

i.e. a commons banking system, interest paid on loans becomes commons/public 

revenue. This revenue is spent back into the economy which then feeds the interest 

payments on loans – so no extra money is required to service outstanding loans. 

16. Compound interest puts the whole of society under time-stress. Production 

and the generation of profit (to pay off debt) has to be accelerated. Stress is the 

largely unacknowledged and unarticulated cause of ill health and mental anguish in 

the modern world (a lack of profits for drug companies may be factor). A lot – I would 

say most – of these stresses are caused directly and indirectly by compound 

interest. Interest compounds over time. Today’s debt is a bigger debt tomorrow.  A 

loan is repaid out of future production. Compound interest compels one to accelerate 

production so that the future (production), which would otherwise take place at a 

healthy pace, is foreshortened into the present. One does not have to have an 

interest-bearing loan to suffer from such stress – it works its way through all of 

society and affects everyone, except perhaps those who are so rich, they live off 

others’ work in the form of unearned income.  

17. The practice of financing public debt with government bonds is a rort 

established by the banking industry. As individuals, we take it for granted that we 

have to borrow money (with interest) if we want to spend money that we don’t have. 

We should not imagine that we collectively, through our government, are also 

obliged to borrow in the same way from others when we need to. Governments 

currently borrow money mostly in the form of government bonds. This is a rort, a 

hoodwink of the public by the private banking system. Examined from a number of 

points of view, the practice of selling government bonds to finance public debt is not 

only illogical – it appears to be an insidious practice. Economists are generally dumb 

to this hoodwink. 

18. Loan making from a commons bank will have different criteria altogether 

from current capitalist bank loans. A commons bank is not merely capitalist 

banking practices plus common ownership. Loan making itself should be completely 

different. Briefly, these practices are: the principle of social guarantee replaces 

financial guarantee (loans are made on the basis of the credibility of the borrowers 

and not their wealth); loans are given only for the purchase of goods and services; 

externalities (potential harm to society and the environment) are major 

considerations of loan conditions. 

19. A commons bank, if it embraced a social contract that fostered inclusion 

and participation by all its members, would loan to cooperatives in favour of 



share owned corporations; and would make loans to itself to buy land offered 

for sale to keep in common ownership for perpetuity. This is the end of 

Capitalism. There are three cornerstones to the edifice of Capitalism: the existence 

of private banks with the right to credit creation; the existence of the share owned 

corporations; and the practice of private land ownership and private ownership of 

natural resources. If one accepts the thesis that Capitalism is a system designed to 

enshrine and enhance the right of the wealthy to get wealthier (by using money to 

make money, as opposed to creating goods and services), then the termination of 

these institutions is the end of Capitalism. The existence of private banks is the key 

that enables the existence of the other two cornerstones of Capitalism. Commons 

banking, if one understands that it serves the commons, would not support share 

owned corporations nor the practice of private ownership of land and natural 

resources. When loans for the purchase of these assets dry up (for perfectly legal, 

economically sound, and socially legitimate reasons), they wither away eventually. 

20. Unearned income disrupts and falsifies money’s role as a facilitator of the 

trade in goods and services. Money becomes a source of power rather than a 

means for members of society to enrich each other’s lives. Money becomes 

‘scarce’ rather than being freely traded and freely flowing among members of 

society. ‘Money hoarding’ takes place. Unearned income is not like a manna from 

heaven. It is a form of institutionalised theft, a theft of goods and services from those 

who have to, as the expression goes, work for a living. And the working for a living 

(or for survival) becomes harder and harder as the volume of unearned income 

grows – as it invariably does under Capitalism. In order to try to escape from these 

hardships, people scramble desperately to accumulate enough money to buy assets 

(i.e. not goods and services which perish or get consumed). This is very far from the 

‘idea’ behind what money is supposed to do – facilitating the trade in goods and 

services that we all produce for each other. 

21. Financial crisis arise from private banks – using the power of credit 

creation – making loans to speculators. The speculated entities are either land 

or shares. As explained in Principle 9, banks create new money with every loan. It is 

generally in their interest to generate as many loans as they can (in order to make 

the interest on it). On the other hand, speculative borrowers (‘investors’) seeking to 

use the money to make money, are hoping to make capital gains in primarily two 

kinds of assets – land and shares. The banks and speculators feed the upward 

course in the prices of these assets – a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. When the real 

economy cannot sustain these prices (e.g. people can’t pay their rent from their 

earned income), financial crisis occurs if the ‘correction’ is big enough. Financial 

crisis is indicative that money making has run amok, a little like Goethe’s poetic tale 

of the sorcerer’s apprentice. 

 


